Abstract
Introduction
Software testing is important but time-consuming and expensive. Automated testing can significantly improve testing and reduce its cost. We developed an approach [6, [24] [25] [26] for automated, constraint-based test generation: the user manually encodes only the constraints for the desired properties of test inputs, and a tool automatically generates a large number of inputs. Our approach was used to test several applications, e.g., a network protocol and a constraint analyzer developed in academia [25] , a fault-tree analyzer developed for NASA [30] , an XPath compiler at Microsoft [29] , and a web traversal application at Google [26] . Generation tools for our approach were mostly developed from scratch. However, they are based on backtracking search and could thus leverage existing tools, such as model checkers, that support backtracking.
Java PathFinder (JPF) is a popular, explicit-state model checker for Java programs [1, 32] . JPF implements a customized Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that supports state backtracking and control over non-deterministic choices (including thread scheduling). The customized JVM allows JPF to directly check properties of a wide range of Java programs without requiring the users to build models in a specialized language. Properties of control have been the traditional focus of model checking [7] , with data often abstracted away. Recent progress on model checking has introduced several new techniques that can check complex properties of data (in addition to properties of control) [4, 5, 11, 20, [33] [34] [35] . Specifically, JPF was used to generate object graphs-where nodes are objects and edges are pointers between objects-which can represent test inputs for object-oriented programs [20, 33] .
In this paper, we explore the use of JPF as an implementation engine for the Korat algorithm [6, 24] . Korat takes two inputs-a Java predicate that encodes constraints of desired object graphs and a bound on the size of the graphsand generates all graphs (within the given bound) for which the predicate returns true. Korat uses a systematic search to explore the bounded state space of object graphs. We initially implemented Korat in JPF using a simple instrumentation of Java code, following the lazy initialization proposed by Khurshid et al. [20] . However, JPF is a general-purpose model checker and such direct implementation makes generation of object graphs unnecessarily slow.
The key question we asked is how a general tool such as JPF needs to be modified to efficiently implement an algorithm such as Korat search. While we focus on JPF and Korat, we believe that our work highlights important practical considerations when using model checkers to implement search engines in general, not only for test generation but also in other domains, e.g., in data structure repair [13, 14] . The goal of our work is not to obtain the most efficient implementation of Korat in general; in fact, the results in Section 5.2.2 show that even the most optimized version of Korat on JPF still runs slower than our publicly available version of Korat running on a regular JVM [2] .
We present our work on speeding up Korat in JPF. JPF performs three core operations: (1) executing bytecodes, (2) storing and restoring program states during backtracking, and (3) comparing states. Our modifications target each of these operations and enable efficient generation of object graphs using JPF. We take a pragmatic approach to modifying JPF: we profile JPF for a set of subject programs and then devise ways to address the largest bottleneck. The modifications and customizations we made in JPF range from trivial setting of existing flags to more complex implementing of optimized libraries to fairly extensive adding of new features to speed up execution and backtracking of operations that manipulate heaps, stacks, and threads. Our optimizations include controlled garbage collection, undo operations for heap backtracking, dynamic analyses for faster stack manipulations, simplified versions of thread operations, lightweight collections, and selective delegation of bytecode execution to the underlying JVM. Two of our modifications, while motivated by Korat, apply more broadly and were included in the publicly available JPF codebase [1, 17] .
Various other projects also investigated how to speed up backtracking. Most recently, Xu et al. [36] present an efficient technique for checkpointing and replaying Java program execution. They focus on debugging of long-running programs, and their technique is very effective for restoring states when execution between choice points is long and choice points are infrequent. However, Korat search has very frequent choice points and short execution between them. We also developed a technique based on abstract undo which enables Korat to be executed faster on a regular JVM [14] . That technique uses special libraries where operations can be performed in reverse (e.g., to undo an insertion of an element into a set, one should remove the element from the set). The work in this paper presents a series of optimizations applicable to JPF not a regular JVM. This paper makes the following contributions:
• Solving imperative constraints using a model checker: We use JPF to directly implement the Korat search by modifying the bytecode interpreter in JPF.
• Speeding-up search: We describe a suite of modifications to JPF that synergistically enable a significant speed-up in the search time. Two of these modifications apply more broadly than just for Korat and were included in JPF [1, 17] .
• Evaluation: We evaluate our modifications to JPF using ten data structure subjects. The experimental results show significant speed-ups in the performance of JPF, ranging from 10.58x to 31.29x, with a median of 16.18x, i.e., over an order of magnitude in each case.
Example
We first illustrate what the search algorithm in Korat does, i.e., what its input and output are. As our running example, we use a set implemented as a red-black tree [8] , an often-used example for test generation [3, 10, 23, 25, 27, 34, 35] . Figure 1 shows the relevant Java code. Each object of the class RedBlackTree represents a red-black tree, and each object of the class Node represents a node. The tree points to the root node and has a number of elements (size). Each node stores an element, has a certain color (red or black), and has pointers to its left and right children and its parent.
To generate object graphs that represent red-black trees, Korat requires that the user provides (1) a method that checks validity of object graphs and (2) a set of bounds for the size of the graphs. Figure 1 shows the method repOk that checks whether an object graph reachable from the RedBlackTree object (given as the implicit parameter this) indeed represents a valid red-black tree. We call these methods, which effectively check the representation invariant of a data structure, repOk methods [6, 22] , and we call object graphs for which repOk returns true valid. Our example method invokes three helper methods to check that the object graph reachable from root is indeed a tree (has no sharing between objects), has nodes of proper colors (red nodes should have black children, and number of black nodes should be the same on all paths from root to the leaf [8] ), and has elements ordered for binary search (elements in the left subtree should be smaller than the current element, and elements in the right subtree should be larger). Figure 1 also presents a part of the isTree method. This method uses a breadth-first traversal to check that nodes reachable from root following left and right fields form a tree (and also checks that parent is inverse of the children and size has the appropriate value). The method uses a workList to traverse all nodes and keeps track of the visited nodes to detect sharing between nodes. (The method invocation s.add(e) returns false if the element e is already in the set s.) These methods are fairly easy to write, and junior researchers (such as the first two paper authors) with no prior experience with Korat can write them in a matter of few hours.
We refer to the other input to Korat [6] , which provides bounds for object graphs, as finitization. Each finitization provides (1) a bound for the number of objects of each class in one graph and (2) a set of values for each field of those objects. For RedBlackTree, our example finitization specifies one RedBlackTree object (since Korat generates one tree at a time), some number N of Node objects, and these field values: root, left, right, and parent are either null or point to one of the N Node objects; color is either red or black; element ranges between 1 and N ; and size is set to Figure 1 . Code that declares red-black trees and checks their validity exactly N (with the goal to generate trees with exactly N nodes; another typical scenario is to generate trees whose size ranges between 0 and N ). The users write finitizations using a small Java library for Korat; detailed examples are available elsewhere [6, 24, 26] .
The goal of Korat it to generate all valid object graphs, within the bounds given in the finitization, i.e., all graphs for which the repOk method returns true. In our example, it means that Korat generates all red-black trees that have exactly N nodes and whose elements range between 1 and N . More precisely, the goal is to generate only non-isomorphic object graphs, where two object graphs are defined to be isomorphic if they differ only in the identity of the objects in the graph but have the same shape and the same values for primitive fields [6, 18, 24] . We want to avoid isomorphic object graphs since they constitute equivalent inputs for testing: they either both reveal a bug or none of them reveals a bug. Note that each red-black tree is translated into a test input, for example to test an operation that removes an element from the tree. While some properties of such operations can be checked statically, e.g., using shape analysis [28, 37] , and would not require testing, other properties are beyond the reach of current static analyses and require testing as shown elsewhere [25, 26, 29, 30] .
For our example, there are 122 non-isomorphic red-black trees of size 9. However, the state space for N = 9 is quite large: root has 10 possible values (either null or point to one of the 9 nodes), and each of the 9 nodes has 10 possible values for left, right, and parent, 9 possible values for element, and 2 possible values for color; thus, the state space contains 10 · (10 · 10 · 10 · 9 · 2) 9 ∼ 2 · 10 39 object graphs. We need an efficient search algorithm to identify 122 non-isomorphic red-black trees among these 2 · 10 39 object graphs [6] .
Basic search in JPF
We next illustrate how the search algorithm in Korat works. We also describe how Korat was implemented in JPF using code instrumentation [20] .
Korat search
Korat implements a backtracking search algorithm that systematically explores the space of repOk's inputs, bounded by the finitization. Korat efficiently prunes the search through the space to generate only the nonisomorphic valid inputs, but all of them within the given bounds. We briefly describe how Korat generates such inputs. We present only the parts of Korat necessary to describe how to implement it in JPF; more details of Korat are available elsewhere [6, 24, 26] .
The main entity in Korat's search is a candidate object graph, which may or may not be valid. Korat uses the finitization to construct a domain (i.e., an ordered set) of values for each object field of a candidate. For example, for generating red-black trees with nine nodes, the domain for root is [null, N0, ..., N8] where N0, ..., N8 represent the nine node objects.
Korat starts its search from the initial candidate that has each of its object fields initialized to the first value in the corresponding domain. For example, root is initially null.
Korat generates candidates in a loop until it explores the entire space of the method's inputs. The basic idea is to execute the repOK method on a candidate to determine (1) whether the candidate is valid or not, and (2) what next candidate to try out. If repOK returns true, the object graph is valid and Korat outputs it. Regardless of whether repOK returns true or false, Korat continues its search with the next candidate.
During the execution of repOK, Korat monitors field accesses to record the order of their first access by repOk. Korat uses this order to prune the search. Indeed, the key idea in Korat is to generate the next candidate based on the repOk's execution on the previous candidate. The intuition is that if repOK returns false by accessing only some fields of the object graph, then it would return false for any values of the non-accessed fields. Therefore, Korat backtracks the search based on the last accessed field. Korat tries the next value from the domain for that field to generate the next candidate. To eliminate exploration of isomorphic structures, Korat skips certain values from field domains when possible [6] .
Korat search in JPF
JPF's backtracking enables a fairly straightforward implementation of Korat using code instrumentation [20] . The JPF library class Verify provides non-deterministic choice. The method Verify.getInt(int lo, int hi) returns nondeterministically a value between lo and hi (similar to VS toss in VeriSoft [16] ). The exploration of all candidates invokes getInt for each object field and uses the returned value as an index into the domain of possible values for the field. The monitoring of field accesses uses shadow boolean fields: introduce a new boolean field for each existing object field, set the new field initially to false, and set it to true when the object field is accessed for the first time.
Search is restricted to non-isomorphic structures by tracking assigned objects of a field domain, i.e., objects that are pointed to by some field in the structure constructed thus far. By restricting field assignments to (at most) one new object (for each type) that is not included in the structure thus far guarantees that exploration only considers nonisomorphic structures [6, 20, 24] .
To illustrate, Figure 2 shows the code from Figure 1 instrumented for execution on JPF's JVM using JPF libraries. Note that to enable Korat search, the instrumentation introduces new fields and methods as well as replaces field accesses in repOk (and its helper methods) by method invocations of appropriate get methods. A key functionality that the get methods provide is monitoring of field accesses using the shadow fields. Additionally, the use of getInt enables the creation of next candidates, as well as an implicit maintenance of the order of field accesses.
Our basic implementation of Korat in JPF is related to but slightly differs from lazy initialization [20] of reference fields, where the first access of an object field nondeterministically initializes it to:
• an object (of appropriate type) that exists in the structure constructed thus far; or
• a new object (of appropriate type). 
Figure 2. Instrumented code for implementing Korat on JPF
There are two key differences that make our implementation more efficient than lazy initialization for enumerating desired object graphs. First, we pre-allocate objects that are re-used during exploration; in contrast, lazy initialization re-allocates objects every time an object field is initialized to a value that is not in the structure constructed thus far. Second, we put a priori bounds on the number of objects for each type (by setting the domains for each field); in contrast, lazy initialization instead bounds the length of pro-gram paths explored by JPF. For enumerating desired object graphs, directly bounding the number of objects (as we do) provides a tighter bound on the search space. Thus, for testing programs, our implementation is more suitable for black-box testing, whereas lazy initialization is more suitable for white-box testing (e.g., to cover a path), where it may not be simple to a priori calculate tight bounds on the number of objects required. Our modifications to JPF further improve on this basic Korat implementation based on code instrumentation.
Optimizing search in JPF
We next describe the changes we made to JPF to speed up the Korat search. We group our changes based on the functionality of JPF that they target. The first group modifies the JVM interpreter in JPF to eliminate some code instrumentation discussed in Section 3; these changes by themselves do not speed up JPF significantly, but they make it easier to use JPF for Korat search as we do not have to manually instrument the code (or develop automatic instrumentation). The second group of changes targets state comparison, the most expensive part of the basic search in JPF. The third group targets state backtracking for heap, another expensive part that affects not only the backtracking time itself but also the bytecode execution time in JPF. The fourth group directly targets bytecode execution. The fifth group targets backtracking and execution for stacks and threads. The sixth group targets the general overhead costs of JPF. While each of these groups provides some speedup by itself, together they have a synergistic effect and provide more speedup than the sum of their individual speedups.
Modifying the interpreter
Korat search effectively requires a non-standard execution of bytecodes. Specifically, accesses to certain fields require execution as shown in the getter methods in the instrumented code in Figure 2 (checking shadow fields and potentially invoking getInt). However, code instrumentation is not the only way to implement a non-standard semantics. Another way is to change the interpreter/runtime itself; JPF was previously changed to implement non-standard semantics, e.g., for symbolic execution [3, 9] , but was not previously changed for Korat search [20, 33] .
We have modified the JPF's interpreter to perform nonstandard execution for search. Recall that JPF implements a (backtrackable) JVM. The implementation uses the Interpreter Design Pattern [15] that represents each bytecode with an object of some class. Specifically, the class GETFIELD implements the bytecode that reads a field from an object. We modified this class to implement the getter methods shown in Figure 2 , namely to check if each appropriate field is initialized, and if not to create a non-deterministic choice point to initialize the field. This means that we do not need to instrument the code (by adding getter methods and replacing field accesses with calls to those methods) to have JPF perform the search.
An important question is for which fields to check whether they are initialized. With code instrumentation, this is determined statically by replacing some field accesses with getter methods. With modified interpreter, however, this is determined dynamically as the execution of finitization sets appropriate flags to mark that a field participates in the finitization. The latter is preferred since the former could replace (1) too many fields (thus unnecessarily slowing down the execution) or (2) too few fields (thus resulting in an incorrect execution unless a new instrumentation is performed to replace more field accesses). Therefore, modifying interpreter makes it much easier to use Korat on JPF. Moreover, it also provides a small speedup as shown in Section 5, mostly because JPF has fewer bytecodes to execute with a modified interpreter than with added instrumentation.
Reducing state comparison costs
JPF is a stateful model checker: it stores (hash values of) the states that it visits during a state-space exploration and compares (hash values of) newly encountered states with the visited states. In general, this comparison speeds up JPF as it avoids exploring the same portion of the state space multiple times. Our profiling showed that JPF can spend over 50% of overall time on operations related to state comparison (computing hash values, storing them, and actually comparing them).
Disable state comparison: An important but nonobvious insight is that Korat search does not need any state comparison. Namely, the search always produces different states because each non-deterministic choice point (either in the getter method with code instrumentation or in the field read with modified interpreter) assigns a new value to some field. Since all these fields are in the objects reachable from the root (the RedBlackTree object in our example from Figure 2) , the states always differ. Thus, state comparison cannot find a state that has been already visited, and it is beneficial to turn state comparison off. It is easy to do so as JPF provides a configuration option for state comparison.
Reduce GC: Garbage collection (GC) is another operation in JPF related to state comparison. JPF performs GC before each non-deterministic choice point (call to getInt) both to reduce the required amount of memory and to improve the state comparison. GC helps the comparison as it avoids comparing the values of unreachable objects and can also help with comparing states based on isomorphism [18, 19, 21, 32] . However, since our search does not need state comparison, it is unnecessary to perform GC that often. Note that we still need to perform GC occasionally for its other purpose, to reduce the amount of memory. We modified JPF to perform GC only when the amount of free memory for JPF gets under 10% of the total available memory. (The system calls java.lang.Runtime.{free, total}Memory return the amount of free memory and the total amount of memory in the JVM.)
Reducing backtracking costs for heap
State backtracking is another expensive operation in JPF. It enables JPF to explore various choices from nondeterministic choice points. JPF implements backtracking by storing and restoring the entire JVM state at the choice points [21] . JPF improves on naive storing and restoring by using state collapsing and sharing the substates between various states [1, 21, 32] . This significantly saves memory and makes it faster to store, restore, and compare states.
Undo heap backtracking:
We modified JPF to restore states by keeping "deltas", i.e., by saving and undoing the state modifications between choice points. This is a known technique for manipulating states in explicit-state model checking [7] . Lerda and Visser [21] did not use this technique while initially developing JPF, as they (correctly) argued that the technique could slow down state comparison. Additionally, this technique could be slower than full storing/restoring when the state is relatively small at choice points but the execution between them is relatively long and has many state updates (e.g., creating temporary objects that get garbage collected). However, Korat search does not require state comparison at all and has relatively short execution between choice points. Therefore, it is quite beneficial to keep track of "deltas" rather than the entire states. Our "Undo" extension was included in JPF and is publicly available from the JPF web site [1] . It is also listed in a tool paper [17] as one of our four state extensions for JPF.
Singleton non-deterministic choice:
We made another change related to backtracking, specifically in the JPF library for non-deterministic choice. Recall that Verify.getInt(int lo, int hi) returns a value between lo and hi. Our change is trivial but important: if lo and hi have the same value, then getInt need not create a backtracking point but should only return the value. The library did not check for this special case since most getInt calls are manually added to the program and would not even be used when only one value is needed. However, our search automatically executes Korat finitizations which use getInt to set the fields, e.g., to set the size of a data structure between some minimum and maximum size, where experiments usually require structures of only one given size. Our getInt change was also included in JPF [1] .
Reducing bytecode execution costs
At its core, JPF is an interpreter for Java bytecodes. For some bytecodes that manipulate state or affect thread interleavings, JPF needs to perform customized operations (to enable backtracking) different from a regular JVM, but for most bytecodes, JPF simply performs as a regular JVM. However, being an interpreter, JPF is relatively slow in executing even regular bytecodes. In particular, we determined that while executing repOk methods such as the one shown in Figure 1 , JPF can spend a lot of time executing library methods on collections such as sets, queues, or stacks.
Simple collections: An important characteristic of repOk methods is that they build fairly small collections. For example, the set visited in Figure 1 cannot have more than N elements, where N is the (small) bound for the number of nodes, given in the finitizations. We developed a library of collections that execute faster on JPF than the standard collections from the Java library (in the java.util package) when collections are small. The standard library is designed for large collections and uses algorithms with good asymptotic behavior but not necessarily good constants. For example, java.util.TreeSet implements sets with red-black trees that can insert, delete, and search for an element in O(log n) time but are fairly expensive for small sets. Our collections use simple, array-based implementations that take O(n) for typical operations but perform much better for small collections that repOk methods build.
Execution on JVM:
We additionally sped up the operations on our library structures by moving their execution from the JPF level to the underlying JVM level. Recall that JPF works as a special JVM executing on top of a regular, host JVM. Instead of executing operations by interpreting their bytecodes with the JPF's interpreter, our modified library executes the bytecodes directly on the host JVM. Note that this execution still needs to manipulate JPF state, e.g., if the execution adds an element to some set, JPF needs to be aware of this to properly restore the set when backtracking. We previously proposed a technique for executing JPF operations at the JVM level [10] . However, that technique requires translations between JPF and JVM states: first the JPF state is translated to the JVM level prior to the operation (or on-demand, during the operation) and then the JVM state is translated back to the JPF level at the end of the operation. The previous technique has a relatively big overhead for array-based collections and requires partially manual instrumentation for such collections. In contrast, our novel technique executes bytecodes on the JVM level but directly manipulates the JPF state. We had to manually write the library once (adding a collection when needed for the repOk of some data structure in our experiments), but it can be fully automatically executed (and the same collection reused for several data structures).
Reducing costs for stacks and threads
After all the previous changes, a major portion of JPF time goes on manipulation of stacks and threads. We developed several changes that reduce both backtracking and execution costs associated with stacks and threads.
Stack optimizations: JPF represents a stack for each thread as a vector of stack frames, which allows faster and more compact storing of states for backtracking by sharing the stack frames from various states [21] . However, this representation requires that stack frames be cloned-JPF uses "copy on write"-so that execution of one path does not affect stack frame stored for another path. Each stack frame contains several arrays that store values of method local variables and operand stack and track whether these are references or not (for GC). We implemented three optimizations for stack frames. First, we simplify stack frames by merging some arrays and representing reference arrays with bit vectors for the common case when there are fewer than 32 local variables. This change makes it faster to create, store, and clone stack frames; also, such simpler stack frames require less memory. (The next version of JPF will include similar changes developed independently of ours.) Second, we mark some stack frames to use shallow cloning rather than deep cloning, i.e., copying stack frames such that they share the arrays for local variables, which reduces JPF's execution time and memory requirements. This can be done for each choice point after which no live variable in a stack frame needs to be backtracked, e.g., in the main method in Figure 1 the computation after a return from repOk depends on the return value, and variable bst need not be backtracked since it cannot modified. We currently mark only main methods for all subject program, but a static or dynamic analysis could find more opportunities [12] . Third, we added code to completely avoid cloning stack frames that are not shared but execute the last choice for some choice point. Effectively, this avoids "copy on write" for a stack frame that is not shared (which our code tracks dynamically) and that will not be reused in the future, e.g., when the Verify.getInt from Figure 2 takes the last possible value.
Thread optimizations: JPF is a general model checker that supports multi-threaded code. Indeed, it is one of the strengths of JPF that it can be explore various interleavings of multiple threads. However, Korat operates on singlethreaded code, and it is unnecessary to pay the overhead for maintaining some information required only for multithreaded code. Specifically, we made two changes to JPF. First, at the end of every execution path, JPF terminates the main thread and removes it from the ThreadGroup object containing all non-terminated threads, which requires some synchronization. Single-threaded code does not use this object, so we added a JPF flag to ignore this object. Second, JPF uses thread information to assign identifiers to allocated objects (with the NEW bytecode) to achieve heap symmetry (since the order of concurrent allocations should not result in different heap states). We simplified the assignment of object identifiers for single-threaded code. (The next version of JPF will include a different scheme for identifiers.)
Reducing other overhead costs
JPF is built as a customizable and extensible tool [1] . Indeed, the primary design goal of JPF was not speed of exploration but ease of experimenting with novel exploration techniques. For example, JPF uses the Listener Design Pattern [15] to enable external listeners that monitor or alter state-space exploration. Additionally, JPF logs the executed bytecodes to help in debugging or replay. However, listeners and logging provide overhead in execution even when they are not needed, as for our search. Therefore, we disabled listeners and logging.
Evaluation
We next present an evaluation of the modifications we made to JPF while implementing the Korat search. We first describe the subjects used in our evaluation. We then present the speedup obtained by applying the modifications presented in Section 4 on the instrumentation-based version of Korat-JPF presented in Section 3. The key metric in our experiments is the time that JPF takes to perform the search for a given data structure and bound. We performed all experiments using Sun's JVM 1.5.0 13-b05 on a Pentium M 1.73GHz processor running Ubuntu Linux 7.04. Each run was limited to 1GB of memory. Finally, we present the impact our modifications have on memory usage.
Subjects
We evaluated the effect of our modifications using ten different data structures, previously used in other studies on testing and model checking, including generation of object graphs [6, 24] : BinaryTree is a simple binary tree implementation; BinHeap is an implementation of priority queues using binomial heaps [8] ; DisjSet is an arraybased implementation of a fast union-find data structure [8] ; DoublyLL is an implementation of a circular, doubly-linked list (used for example in the Java Collections Framework, where this subject is representative for related linked data structures such as stacks and queues); FaultTree is an implementation of an (abstract) fault tree used to model system failures [30] ; HeapArray is an array-based priority queue implementation (this subject is representative for array-based data structures such as stacks and queues or java.util.Vector); RedBlackTree is our running example from sections 2 and 3; SearchTree is a binary search tree implementation; SinglyLL is an implementation of a singlylinked list; and SortedList is similar to DoublyLL, with the additional requirement that the elements be sorted. Figure 3 shows the data structures and characteristics of our experiments. For each subject, we instruct Korat-JPF to generate data structures of size exactly N ; for example, RedBlackTree 9 instructs Korat-JPF to generate all valid red-black trees with 9 nodes. We tabulate the number of candidates that the search explores during the generation (i.e., the number of backtracks) and the number of valid, non-isomorphic structures that it generates. Notice that these experiments cover a diverse range of linked and array-based data structures, with the number of candidates ranging from several hundred thousand (DisjSet and SortedList) to ten million (SinglyLL), and the number of generated structures ranging from just over one hundred (RedBlackTree) to a few million (DoublyLL). Figure 4 shows the cumulative effect of applying our modifications to the base implementation of Korat-JPF. The first two columns indicate the data structure and bound for which generation was performed. The subsequent columns show the time required to generate all the valid structures for a given set of modifications.
Speed up
The column Base contains running times for the basic instrumented version of Korat-JPF (Section 3). The column Mode 1 shows the running times obtained by switching from the Korat implementation based on code instrumentation to the implementation based on modifying JPF's JVM interpreter (Section 4.1). Recall that the main goal of this change is to make it easier to use Korat-JPF rather than to improve the running time. The change still provides a small reduction of the time (under 10%) for some experiments but also provides a small increase of the time for three experiments (DisjSet, HeapArray, and RedBlackTree). The remaining columns show the running times for different sets of optimizations, applied cumulatively, i.e., Mode M includes all of the optimizations used in Mode M − 1:
• Mode 2 adds modifications that reduce state comparison costs (Section 4.2)
• Mode 3 adds modifications that reduce backtracking costs for heap (Section 4.3)
• Mode 4 adds modifications that reduce bytecode execution costs (Section 4.4)
• Mode 5 adds modifications that reduce backtracking and execution costs for stacks and threads (Section 4.5)
• Mode 6 adds modifications that reduce other overhead costs (Section 4.6).
The Speedup column shows the overall improvement obtained by applying all optimizations, i.e., the ratio of the times for Base and Mode 6. The speedup ranges from 10.58x (FaultTree) to 31.29x (BinaryTree), with a median of 16.18x. In all experiments, our modifications provide an order of magnitude speedup. In general, the speedup is larger for linked data structures than for array-based data structures; the main exception is the speedup for RedBlackTree being smaller than the speedup for HeapArray.
All modes contribute to the overall speedup. Mode 2 contributes the most; recall that this is based on the insight that Korat-JPF does not require any state comparison. Mode 3 also contributes significantly for all subjects; this is mainly due to our novel implementation of state backtracking in JPF (Section 4.3). Mode 4 contributes significantly for subjects whose repOk methods use collections that are targeted by the modifications to reduce bytecode execution (Section 4.4). For the two subjects that do not use these collections, DisjSet and HeapArray, the running times should be the same for both Mode 3 and Mode 4. The minimal speedup (for DisjSet) and slowdown (for HeapArray) shown in Figure 4 are due to the small imprecision in our time measurement, as opposed to any real change in performance. Mode 5 contributes to exploration speedup by reducing both backtracking and execution costs for stacks and threads. Mode 6 contributes the least.
Analysis of Mode 6
Our inspection of the number of operations (such as backtracks, stack frame clones, etc.) and the timing profile for Mode 6 shows that it is a near optimal solution for the current design of JPF. It would be too naive to claim that it is the optimal solution, but the inspection shows that the number of operations is the smallest possible, and the profile shows that most of the time goes into bytecode execution (with some time going to backtracking), evenly spread among the bytecodes with no apparent bottleneck. Since JPF is a bytecode interpreter, we expect that a further big speed up could be obtained by using a compiler instead.
Comparison with Korat on JVM
We also compared our most optimized Korat-JPF with the publicly available Korat implementation running on JVM [2] . The latter implements a customized backtracking using re-execution [6, 24] , and we refer to it as Korat-JVM. For the bounds shown in Figure 4 , the most optimized Korat-JPF is still 2.98x-12.27x (with a median of 7.62x) slower than Korat-JVM. However, one should consider this in the context of the overhead that bytecode execution has in JPF. We ran Korat-JVM on the JPF virtual machine, and the slowdown compared to the regular JVM can be huge, e.g., for BinaryTree and size 6, Korat-JVM on JPF took 29.29x more time than on JVM, and for size 11, Korat-JVM on JPF did not even finish in 4 hours. Figure 5 shows the cumulative effect that applying our modifications to the base implementation of Korat-JPF has on memory usage. We used Sun's jstat monitoring tool [31] to measure the peak usage of garbage-collected heap in the JVM while running experiments for each mode. This measurement represents the most relevant portion of memory used during generation. The information is organized in a fashion similar to Figure 4 . For lack of space and because results do not vary much with modes, we only show data for three of the seven execution modes.
Memory savings
The column Base shows the peak memory used by our basic instrumented version of Korat-JPF. roughly the same amount of memory as Base. The column Mode 2 shows the peak memory used when we applied the modifications designed to reduce state comparison costs. At this point, most of the variable memory allocation associated with the exploration has been eliminated. The column Mode 6 shows the peak memory used when we applied all our modifications. The modes after Mode 2 are focused on speeding up the exploration (as shown in Figure 4 ) and although they have a positive impact on memory usage (as indicated by by peak memory for Mode 6 being smaller than that for Mode 2), the changes in Mode 2 provide the vast majority of memory savings.
Conclusion
We presented our use of an off-the-shelf model checker as an enabling technology to implement a constraint-based test generation approach. Specifically, we use JPF, a popular model checker for Java programs, to implement the Korat search algorithm. A basic implementation of Korat in JPF using code instrumentation results in an unnecessarily slow search. We modify several core operations of JPF to speed up the search. Experiments using various subject data structures show that our modifications reduce the search time in JPF by over an order of magnitude. Moreover, our inspection of the number of operations (such as backtracks) shows that our solution is near optimal for the current design of JPF: JPF is a bytecode interpreter, so a big speed up could be obtained by using a compiler instead.
